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Vocabulary
MC - Main character

Inciting action - the initial moment that spurs the MC on his/her journey

Climax - final conflict of good vs evil

In medias res - Starting a scene in the middle

Deus ex machina - “Machinery of the gods” (also known as a cop-out)



Types of 
Stories
Man vs. Man

Man vs. Nature

Man vs. God

Man vs. Self

Rags to riches

Hero’s Journey



Problem → Solution

- Defines a story (versus a slice-of-life piece)

- Simplest story structure

- Common throughout everything, from 
commercials to War and Peace



Pixar model
Once upon a time, there was a _____

Every day, _____

Until one day, _____

Because of that, ______

Because of that, ______

Until finally, _____



Mostly theatrical

Act 1: Problem

Act 2: Solution

2-Act Model



5-Act Model
Act 1: Prologue, introduce characters/settings

Act 2: Rising action

Act 3: Turning point

Act 4: Twist

Act 5: Resolution



3-Act Model 

Act 1
Introduce all the characters

Introduce the problem

MC’s fall from grace/Villain’s rise to power

Begin journey I



3-Act Model

Act 2
“Because of that”

Rising action

Reality (MC understands full scope) of problem

Going deeper

Training

Loss of mentor

II



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WqDAAeFTKac


3-Act Model

Act 3
Major failure/point of no return

“Sometimes you don’t want to know 

the ending, because how could the 

end be happy?”

Secret ingredient

Victory

Happily ever after

III



CHARACTER ROLES

- Primary  - 
In every or almost every scene

Highly complex, fluid emotions

Has a character arc and growth

Changes the world around them, and world 

changes them

2 per story, generally (hero, villain)



CHARACTER ROLES

- Secondary  - Recurring characters throughout the 

story

Comedic relief

The ignorant/Greek chorus characters 

Mentor character

Secret ingredient 

3-10 per story



CHARACTER ROLES

- Tertiary  -
Extras

Appear in one scene only (no name, but lines)

No lines

Appears once per book

Use and forget

Can be hundreds per story



Character Roles
Hero Villain Greek 

Chorus
Mentor Comedi

c
Single
scene

Primary x x x

Secondary x x x

Tertiary x x



Cliches and Stereotypes
Primary Characters: avoid

Secondary Characters: Sometimes 

both, often stereotypes with a twist

Tertiary Characters: Always



GOOD TO KNOW

Serial Structure
Climactic:

Movies

Harry Potter

The Lord of the Rings

Episodic:

TV shows

Jack Reacher

Sherlock Holmes



GOOD TO KNOW

Rule of Three
Used to manage audience’s expectations

Should be included in the final act

Humor

Add weight to mounting action

More than three: annoying and redundant

Fewer than three: why is this even in here?

3x



Often humor

Release is not a solution

Breaks up tension

Having the release is mandatory, but who 

gives the release is up to you

GOOD TO KNOW

Tension and Release



GOOD TO KNOW

Plotting a Story
- Start with the villain

- Give your good guy every possible disadvantage

- Know why your mentor character can’t do it/be the hero

- Start with an interesting idea, then formulate the end and write toward it

- Avoid using prologues; if you must, MC should not be involved

- Not every writer outlines ahead of time

- Write selfishly!


